
Mobile Fingerprint Scanner
Turn any tablet/smartphone into a 

mobile fingerprint scanner

Values

Scan fingerprints on the go
Easily scan, enroll, and authenticate 
individuals whenever required.

Provides enhanced security when required
Use CloudApper’s facial recognition 
at extra-sensitive touchpoints.

Verify individuals efficiently and reliably
Scan difficult fingers even in extreme 
situations - saving time and effort.

Customize according to your needs
Add a case or keep the devices 
separate for your desired setup.

How Does the Solution Work?
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Install CloudApper App 

on the 
smartphone/tablet

CloudApper

Powered by CloudApper 
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Connect with host 
application using 
CloudApper API 

CloudApper API

Host App
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You are ready 

to use the 
solution!
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Pair any android 

smartphone/tablet 
with the scanne
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Secugen Unity 20 fingerprint scanner paired with 
CloudApper Application is a powerful, reliable, and 
affordable solution for those who want a portable solution 
for identity verification using any android mobile or tablet 
device. Simply pair the device with your smartphone/tablet 
via Bluetooth and install CloudApper application to meet 
your every fingerprint scanning needs.

https://twitter.com/m2sys
https://www.facebook.com/m2sys
https://www.youtube.com/user/M2SYS


How is our solution better?

Recommended Devices

Unmatched reliability
Traditional android mobile based fingerprint devices often have poor quality sensors, 
leading to inaccuracies. Our mobile biometric solution is tried and tested, providing 
accurate results 99.99% of the time.

Standardized biometric templates
Most of the mobile biometric devices use proprietary biometric templates which puts 
you in a vendor lock situation. We use the globally accepted ISO/IEC templates to store 
information which gives you the ultimate freedom!

Flexibility regarding devices
Portable biometric devices use a “one-size-fits-all” approach. Our solution lets you 
choose from any android mobile or tablet device that fits your specific requirements.
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